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The impact of transnational corporations’ activities on local communities and populations can result in violations of human rights. There are compelling reasons to hold TNCs liable for human rights violations. The regulation of TNCs has become a global public good, and joint forces are needed to hold TNCs more accountable for their violations of human rights. Bilateral Investment Treaties, as a main component of international investment law regulating international investment activities, require urgent reform in this area. This article examines why and how BITs could be drafted or amended in order to enhance TNCs’ human rights accountability. After taking stock of existing legal institutions regulating TNCs, this article analyzes the difficulties and hurdles in subjecting TNCs to human rights liability. Finally, this article probes into potential advisable proposals on how BITs should be reformed, both in substance and procedure, to better respect human rights.
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I. Introduction

In the modern globalized system, transnational corporations (“TNCs”) have been rising in economic, social, and political importance.\(^1\) Recently, there has been a growing body of evidence that the impact of TNCs’ activities in developing countries can result in violations of human rights or act as a catalyst for violation of human rights.\(^2\) E.g., TNCs’ doing business in the developing world were not only involved in various conflicts, but were in fact the engine of the conflicts.\(^3\) Many TNCs have been accused of violating their workers’ rights to just and favorable working conditions such as suppressing trade unions, denying workers’ right to organize, and causing environmental disasters.\(^4\)

Human rights abuses by foreign corporations are well documented. As Dumberry and Dumas-Aubin succinctly summarized, TNCs have been accused of violating the right to enjoy life, to freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment, to freedom from slavery and arbitrary imprisonment, and many other human rights.\(^5\)

As per the Report of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises, the Corporations are alleged to have impacted the full range of human rights (Annex

---


2 Deriving from respect for human dignity, human rights of individuals are usually defined as a normative embodiment of the most important universal values of human beings, applicable in every human community. Even though the exact definition of what constitutes fundamental human right is difficult to define and variations occur in the literature, minimum fundamental human rights, which corporations are required to observe, has been catalogued into three groups by certain scholars. These include fundamental human rights preserving the security of persons, labor rights, and non-discrimination. For details, see N. Jägers, CORPORATE HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS: IN SEARCH OF ACCOUNTABILITY (2002); J. Cernic, Corporate Human Rights Obligations at the International Level, 16 WILLAMETTE J. INT’L L. & DISP. RESOL. 130-4 (2008).

